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BACKGROUND:  

The purpose of the workshop is to gather information and evaluations on the European perspective on 
Education and Public Outreach (EPO) in astronomy, which is an important part of ASTRONET. Among the 
key points addressed are: the priorities concerning the EPO activities and the best way to share the 
outreach material among the various EPO infrastructures.
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HIGHLIGHTS:  

The workshop started introducing the ASTRONET Roadmap on Education and Public Outreach. The talks showed the efforts 
made by different groups in implementing the outreach activities and material for schools and general public. For example, Pedro 
Russo showed a cheap kit that helps teacher to introduce children to astronomy. 
Francisco Colomer presented the project SPIDER, that is a small demonstration of radio telescopes where students/general public 
can experience the radio astronomy. 
A few talks showed the portals of education and outreach projects available so far and that could be used by teachers (like the 
Virtual observatory). About these projects it was discussed the creation of a portal (SCIENTIX) which should store the 
information,material and feedback obtained by the various projects once they are over. In this way the results achieved during the 
projects should not get lost.
Several talks concerned about the outreach material available and the best way to share them among the various infrastructures. 
Additional discussion focused on new outreach material that may be produced and shared among the infrastructures. A few ideas: 
updated panels with brand new discoveries; models of radio telescopes; thematics videos able to catch the interest of the general 
public; reference sites to follow global events like satellite launch.
A few talks explained how ESO and ESA public relation offices prepare the breaking news with a worldwide impact (i.e. The 
preparation of the press realise on the Planck results (ESA), and the preparation of an ESO press realise with the different steps 
and timelines).  

NEXT STEPS:  

An  Education and Public Outreach workshop will be held in Warsaw in October 2014 will consider challenges in communication of 
astronomy and space exploration, as well as the influence of these activities on science outreach and education. 
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